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ABSTRACT The load frequency control (LFC) problem in interconnected multiarea power systems is facing
more challenges due to increasing uncertainties caused by the penetration of intermittent renewable energy
resources, random changes in load patterns, uncertainties in system parameters and unmodeled system
dynamics, leading to a compromised reliability of power systems and increasing the risk of power outages.
In responding to this problem, this paper proposes a decentralized disturbance observer-based sliding mode
LFC scheme for multiarea interlinked power systems with external disturbances. First, a reduced power
system order is constructed by lumping disturbances from tie-line power deviations, load variations and
the output power from renewable energy resources. The disturbance observer is then designed to estimate
the lumped disturbance, which is further utilized to construct a novel integral-based sliding surface. The
necessary and sufficient conditions to determine the tuning parameters of the sliding surface are then
formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), thus guaranteeing that the resultant sliding mode
dynamics meet the H∞ performance requirements. The sliding mode controller is then synthesized to drive
the system trajectories onto the predesigned sliding surface in finite time in the presence of a lumped
disturbance. From a practical perspective, the merit of the proposed control method is to minimize the impact
of the lumped disturbance on the system frequency, which has not been considered to date in sliding mode
LFC design. Numerical simulations are illustrated to validate the effectiveness of the proposed LFC strategy
and verify its advantages over other approaches.

18

19

INDEX TERMS Load frequency control, renewable energy resources, sliding mode control, H∞ control,
linear matrix inequality.

I. INTRODUCTION20

In recent years, LFC in multiarea interconnected power sys-21

tems has experienced more challenges due to the penetration22

of intermittent renewable energy resources and changes in23

electricity consumption patterns [1]. In addition to uncertain-24

ties in system parameters, the fluctuating output power of25

renewable generators and random load changes have intro-26

duced more uncertainties to power systems; these uncertain-27

ties may cause significant frequency deviations [2]. In these28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Padmanabh Thakur .

environments, the main purpose of an LFC system is to 29

maintain the power balance between the real and scheduled 30

generation quantities for each area and to minimize tie-line 31

power deviations between interlinked neighbouring areas [3]. 32

A wide range of energy management strategies and control 33

techniques have been introduced to deal with the recent LFC 34

problem. Energy storage devices with fast response time such 35

as batteries and supercapacitors have been utilized to improve 36

grid frequency performance [4]. However, the application 37

of these storage devices is limited to a small range due to 38

high installation and maintenance costs [5]. Additionally, 39

the optimal sizing and placement of these energy storage 40
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devices is a complex optimization problem. The distributed41

controllable loads (DCLs) have been introduced as an alter-42

native cost-effective energy management approach, but the43

power system uncertainties make selecting a practical control44

strategy for DCLs a challenging task [5], [6]. Therefore, new45

frequency control strategies are required for existing LFC46

systems to ensure that power system frequency deviations47

are maintained within a permissible range in the presence of48

various uncertainties.49

Although traditional PI controllers have been broadly50

employed to deal with LFC problems, controller performance51

is significantly affected under various operating conditions52

caused by load changes, system uncertainties and exogenous53

disturbances [7], [8] for the following reasons: i) the tuning54

parameters of PI controllers are assumed to be constant,55

and the desired system response can be obtained only in56

the area near a nominal operating point for which the con-57

troller is designed [9]; ii) PI controllers lead to long set-58

tling times and large overshoots in the frequency’s transient59

response and may result in steady-state errors in response to60

time-varying disturbances [10]. Various optimization meth-61

ods have been employed for tuning the parameters of PI62

controllers to improve system performance under various63

disturbances [11], [12], [13]. To address the drawbacks of tra-64

ditional PI controllers for LFC applications, a wide range of65

control strategies have been extensively applied; these strate-66

gies include optimal control [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], adap-67

tive control [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], fuzzy control [24],68

[25], [26], [27], [28], model-predictive control [29], [30],69

[31], [32], H∞ control [2], [33], [34], [35], [36], and variable70

structure control [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]. A broad literature71

review on the effectiveness of various control strategies for72

the LFC can be found in [17], [42], and [43].73

SMC, as a variable structure control method, has recently74

attracted the attention of researchers in LFC problems due75

to its striking features, such as high transient performance76

and robustness against plant uncertainties [44], [45], [46],77

[47], [54]. In addition, many smart grid researchers have78

shown interest in studying SMC-based load frequency con-79

trollers in interconnected power systems with communica-80

tion delays [55], [56], [57]. Although traditional SMC is81

robust against matched disturbances [48], it cannot effec-82

tively attenuate mismatched load disturbances entering the83

system through points other than the control input. These84

mismatched disturbances not only affect system state vari-85

ables directly but also increase chattering problems and86

severely degrade the performance of the sliding surface in87

traditional SMC, thereby weakening the inherent robust-88

ness of SMC [49]. Accordingly, designing an effective slid-89

ing surface to attenuate the impact of lumped mismatched90

disturbances on the LFC problem has received increasing91

attention in recent years. The authors of [50], [51], [52],92

and [53] considered the problem of mismatched load distur-93

bances and parameter uncertainties in frequency controller94

design. In these works, all mismatched disturbances and95

uncertainties were lumped together, but under a restrictive 96

assumption on the rank of the lumped disturbance matrix 97

to retain the robustness of traditional SMC against mis- 98

matched disturbances. In addition, no systematic approach 99

was employed to determine the unknown parameters of the 100

sliding mode controller to guarantee the desired response. 101

The authors of [6] designed a hybrid fuzzy logic nonlinear 102

SMC in which the controller gains were tuned by deriving 103

a novel imperialistic competitive algorithm and a continuous 104

approximated functionwas suggested to handle the chattering 105

problem. 106

As a practical alternative approach, several authors have 107

considered disturbance observer-based SMC approaches for 108

LFC problems to reduce the chattering problem and main- 109

tain nominal frequency controller performance. For instance, 110

a discrete-time sliding mode load frequency controller based 111

on a disturbance observer was introduced in [52], but the 112

results showed that the chattering problem was not fully 113

resolved because the estimation of aggregate disturbances 114

was not directly involved in the sliding surface design. The 115

proposed approach in [58] applied a disturbance observer 116

in the controller design and introduced an optimal slid- 117

ing manifold based on an LQR algorithm; this approach 118

was robust against mismatched uncertainties and unmod- 119

eled dynamics. However, the approach was conservative, 120

as the disturbance observer design was limited to tracking 121

slow-varying step load disturbances, where the effective- 122

ness of the approach against random disturbances was not 123

investigated. The authors of [51] and [59] employed dis- 124

turbance observer-based SMC frequency controllers, but no 125

optimal method was utilized to determine unknown param- 126

eters of the sliding manifolds. Furthermore, the aforemen- 127

tioned approaches have not considered an upper bound limit 128

for lumped disturbance estimation error, and thus do not 129

systematically prove the disturbance estimation error to be 130

sufficiently close to zero. The proposed disturbance observers 131

in [51], [53], and [58] have been developed based on a 132

conservative assumption that the first derivative of lumped 133

disturbance is zero, thus degrading the dynamic performance 134

of the system in tracking non-constant random lumped distur- 135

bance caused by intermittent renewable energy resources and 136

complex load patterns. To our knowledge, none of the above- 137

mentioned sliding mode frequency controllers have straight- 138

forwardly incorporated the estimation of disturbances in the 139

design of the sliding surface to compensate for mismatched 140

disturbances. This approach helps maintain the nominal per- 141

formance of a system and alleviates chattering problems. 142

Although reports of the aforementioned approaches have 143

claimed that the effect of lumped disturbance on the fre- 144

quency deviations has been reduced, the impact of minimiz- 145

ing disturbances on system frequency has not been addressed 146

in control objectives. From a practical point of view in 147

relation to LFC problems, it is important to minimize the 148

effects of lumped disturbances on system frequency devia- 149

tions straightforwardly. 150
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NOMENCLATURE151

i Subscript referring to area i.
j Subscript referring to area j .
1fi Deviation in frequency (Hz).
1XGi Deviation in governor valve position

(p.u.MW).
1PGi Deviation in generator output (p.u.MW).
1PDi Accumulated external disturbance from load

and renewables (p.u.MW).
1PLi Deviation in load disturbance (p.u.MW).
1PRi Deviation in renewable energy resource out-

put power disturbance (p.u.MW).
1PTi Tie line power flow (p.u.MW).
1DTi Deviation in tie-line power flow (p.u.MW).
TPi Power system time constant (sec).
TTi Turbine time constant (sec).
TGi Governor time constant (sec).
KPi Power system gain (Hz/p.u.MW).
Tij Tie-line synchronization gain between area

i and j (p.u.MW/rad/sec).
Ri Droop coefficient (Hz/p.u.MW).
B† Pseudo inverse of matrix B.
B⊥ Orthogonal complement of matrix B.
∗ Transposed elements of a symmetrical

matrix.
PI Proportional integral.
LQR Linear quadratic regulator.
SMC Sliding mode control.
DOB Disturbance observer-based.
LFC Load frequency control.
SMLFC Sliding mode load frequency control.
LMI Linear matrix inequality.
GRC Generation rate constraint p.u.MW/sec.
GDB Governor deadband.

152

In this paper, a decentralized disturbance observer-based153

SMC approach is proposed to address LFC problems of154

multiarea power systems with mismatched disturbances and155

uncertainties from the load and generation sides. Motivated156

by the above literature review, the contributions of this work157

are as follows:158

• A disturbance observer is designed to estimate the159

lumped disturbance, including system parameter uncer-160

tainties, load variation, renewable output power fluctua-161

tions and tie-line power flow deviations.162

• The conservatism of the proposed approaches in [51],163

[53], and [58] is relaxed by considering an upper bound164

limit for the lumped disturbance and its first deriva-165

tive. It is demonstrated that the lumped disturbance166

estimation error remains sufficiently close to a small167

neighbourhood of zero at all times. This is an impor-168

tant practical consideration for estimating non-constant169

lumped disturbance.170

• Based on the estimation of disturbances, a novel inte-171

gral sliding surface is proposed in which the solvabil-172

ity condition to determine the tuning parameter of the173

proposed sliding surface is transferred into the problem174

of designing an H∞ state feedback controller for sliding 175

mode dynamics. From a practical point of view, this 176

technique has the advantage of minimizing the impact of 177

lumped disturbance on frequency deviations (controlled 178

output). 179

• An LMI-based optimization algorithm is derived to 180

determine the tuning parameter of the sliding surface to 181

ensure that the resultant sliding mode dynamics meet the 182

H∞ performance requirements. Note that the proposed 183

LMI is constructed by adding slack variables to relax 184

feasibility conditions and reduce the inherent conser- 185

vatism of the control strategies in [34], [60], [61], [62], 186

[63], and [64]. 187

• A sliding mode controller is synthesized to drive the 188

system trajectories onto a region near the predesigned 189

sliding surface in finite time in the presence of a lumped 190

disturbance and to maintain them therein afterward. The 191

proposed controller has the advantage of low computa- 192

tional burden for practical implementations. 193

The remaining sections of this paper are structured as 194

follows. Section 2 describes the dynamic model of a multi- 195

area power system for the LFC problem. Section 3 demon- 196

strates the design of the disturbance observer. The slid- 197

ing mode frequency controller is synthesized in Section 4. 198

Section 5 presents simulation results for different scenarios 199

to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed 200

approach for the LFC problem. Conclusions and discussion 201

of possible future work can be found in Section 6. 202

II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF A MULTIAREA POWER SYSTEM 203

It has been well established that a multiarea power system is a 204

coupled nonlinear system that is exposed to parametric uncer- 205

tainties and exogenous disturbances. However, a linearized 206

power system model can be used for studying LFC problems 207

due to slow changes in loads and resources during normal 208

operations [3], [7]. A conventional decentralized LFC model 209

for the ith area of a multiarea power system is depicted in 210

Fig. 1. 211

The governing equations of the system dynamics for the 212

ith area are given as follows: 213

1ḟi(t) = −
1

TPi (t)
1fi(t)+

KPi (t)
TPi (t)

1PGi (t)−
KPi (t)
TPi (t)

214

×1PDi (t)−
KPi (t)
TPi (t)

1PTi (t) (1) 215

1ṖGi (t) =
1

TTi (t)
1XGi (t)−

1
TTi (t)

1PGi (t) (2) 216

1ẊGi (t) =
1

TGi (t)
ui(t)−

1
RiTGi (t)

1fi(t) 217

−
1

TGi (t)
1XGi (t) (3) 218

1ṖTi (t) = 2π
N∑
j=1
j6=i

Tij(1fi(t)−1fj(t)) (4) 219

yi(t) = 1fi(t) (5) 220
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FIGURE 1. Multiarea power system: LFC scheme of i th area [58].

Since the main aim of LFC is to maintain frequency devi-221

ations within permissible limits, the controller must guaran-222

tee a suitable signal to the generator output to generate the223

following variations in the load and tie-line power. Thus,224

1PTi (t) can be treated as a bounded external disturbance225

for the ith area [58]; this disturbance can be added to the226

external disturbance 1PDi (t) in the ith area to determine the227

total external disturbance 1Di(t) = 1PDi (t) + 1PTi (t).228

Note that the aggregate disturbance 1Di(t) is assumed to229

satisfy the condition |1Di(t)| 6 αi in which αi is a positive230

constant. Based on this notion, a new reduced-order model of231

the system dynamics can be derived by inserting the integral232

of (4) into (1) and substituting the result into (2) and (3),233

which is represented in the following state space form:234

ẋi(t) = Ai(t)xi(t)+ Bi(t)ui(t)+ Hi(t)1Di(t)235

yi(t) = Cixi(t) (6)236

where xi∈ Rn is the system state vector as xi(t) = [1fi(t)237

1PGi (t) 1XGi (t)
]T , ui∈ R is the control input, the aggre-238

gate disturbance is 1Di(t) and the controlled output is yi(t).239

The systemmatricesAi(t),Bi(t),Hi(t) andCi are real matrices240

with appropriate dimensions, which are given as follows:241

Ai(t) =


−

1
TPi (t)

KPi (t)
TPi (t)

0

0 −
1

TTi (t)
1

TTi (t)

−
1

RiTGi (t)
0 −

1
TGi (t)

242

Bi(t) =
[
0 0

1
TGi (t)

]T
243

Hi(t) =
[
−
KPi (t)
TPi (t)

0 0
]T

244

Ci =
[
1 0 0

]
245

The system model expressed in (6) can be rearranged as246

ẋi(t) = (Ai +1Ai(t))xi(t)+ (Bi +1Bi(t))ui(t)+ (Hi247

+1Hi(t))1Di(t), (7)248

where Ai,Bi andHi represent the nominal parts of the system; 249

and where1Ai(t),1Bi(t) and1Hi(t) are the uncertain matri- 250

ces with limited bounds. By defining di(t) = 1Ai(t)xi(t) + 251

1Bi(t)ui(t)+ (Hi +1Hi(t))1Di(t), (7) can be rewritten as 252

ẋi(t) = Aixi(t)+ Biui(t)+ di(t) (8) 253

Assumption 1: The disturbance di(t) is supposed to meet 254

the criteria ‖di(t)‖ 6 d∗i and
∥∥ḋi(t)∥∥ 6 ḋ∗i , in which d∗i and 255

ḋ∗i are nonnegative constants. 256

Definition 1: Let γ be a given positive scalar. The open 257

loop form of System (8) satisfies the H∞ performance 258

requirements if both of the following conditions are fulfilled: 259

1) For di(t) = 0, the corresponding system is stable. 260

2) ∀di(t) 6= 0 , t ∈ [ 0,∞) and under zero initial 261

condition, 262∫
∞

0
‖yi(t)‖2dt 6 γ 2

∫
∞

0
‖di(t)‖2dt. 263

The objective of this paper is to design a disturbance 264

observer-based SMC for the LFC system given by (8) in such 265

a way that 1) the reachability of the closed-loop system onto 266

the proposed sliding surface is satisfied and 2) the resulting 267

sliding mode dynamics meet the H∞ performance require- 268

ments defined in Definition 1. 269

Remark 1: Note that the control objective is to stabilize the 270

state trajectories of the controlled plant (8), meaning that both 271

the state vectors xi(t) and the control input ui(t) are bounded, 272

and since1Di(t) is assumed to be bounded, di(t) is concluded 273

to be a bounded disturbance. 274

Remark 2: One of the practical limitations for the LFC 275

problem is inability to measure all the external and internal 276

disturbances. A realistic solution is to estimate all the distur- 277

bances by utilizing the defined lumped disturbance term. 278

III. DISTURBANCE OBSERVER DESIGN 279

In this section, a disturbance observer is designed to estimate 280

the lumped disturbance in (8). The dynamic equation of the 281

disturbance observer is expressed as follows: 282

ṗi(t) = 0id̂i(t)+ 0i(Aixi(t)+ Biui(t)) 283

d̂i(t) = pi(t)− 0ixi(t) (9) 284
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where pi(t) is the state vector of the observer, d̂i(t) is the esti-285

mate of di(t) in (8), and0i is a Hurwitz matrix. Combining (8)286

and (9) gives287

˙̂d i(t) = 0i(d̂i(t)− di(t)) (10)288

Defining the estimation error as d̃i(t) = di(t)− d̂i(t), (10) can289

be rewritten as290

˙̃d i(t) = ḋi(t)+ 0id̃i(t) (11)291

Accordingly, we have the following lemma regarding the292

boundedness of d̃i(t).293

Lemma 1: There exists a bounded scalar λi such that the294

disturbance estimation error d̃i(t) satisfies
∥∥∥d̃i(t)∥∥∥ ≤ λi.295

Proof: It can be verified that the solution of (11) is296

d̃i(t) = e0it d̃i(0) +
∫ t
0 e

0i(t−τ )ḋi(τ )dτ , from which the fol-297

lowing inequality holds:298 ∥∥∥d̃i(t)∥∥∥ 6
∥∥∥e0it d̃i(0)∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥∥∫ t

0
e0i(t−τ )ḋi(τ )dτ

∥∥∥∥ (12)299

We can use the bound
∥∥e0it∥∥ ≤ αieλmax(0i)t to estimate the300

solution by301 ∥∥∥d̃i(t)∥∥∥ 6 αeλmax(0i)t
∥∥∥d̃i(0)∥∥∥302

+

∫ t

0
αeλmax(0i)(t−τ )

∥∥ḋi(τ )∥∥ dτ303

6 αeλmax(0i)t
∥∥∥d̃i(0)∥∥∥+ α( sup

06τ6t

∥∥ḋi(τ )∥∥)304

×

∫ t

0
eλmax(0i)(t−τ )dτ305

6 α

∥∥∥d̃i(0)∥∥∥− α

λmax(0i)
( sup
06τ6t

∥∥ḋi(τ )∥∥) , λi306

In accordance with Assumption 1,
∥∥ḋi(t)∥∥ 6 ḋ∗i . Therefore,307

λi is bounded, and the proof is completed.308

Remark 3: From a practical point of view, the upper bound309

of d̃i(t) is to be a small value to guarantee the perfor-310

mance of the designed disturbance observer. Thus, it is an311

important design consideration that the absolute value of the312

largest eigenvalue of the matrix 0i must be large enough to313

minimize λi.314

IV. SYNTHESIS OF THE SLIDING MODE LOAD315

FREQUENCY CONTROLLER316

This section addresses the design of a sliding mode controller317

for the problem of frequency deviation in multiarea power318

systems as described by (8). The objective is to analyze319

sliding mode dynamics with bounded L2-gain performance.320

In this section, an integral sliding surface is proposed based321

on the disturbance estimation di(t). A sliding mode control322

law is then constructed to reject the lumped disturbance so323

that the reachability of the sliding surface is guaranteed.324

Finally, an H∞-based control strategy is employed to deter-325

mine the controller and disturbance observer gains. The struc-326

ture of the proposed controller is shown in Fig. 2.327

Consider the following disturbance observer-based integral 328

sliding surface: 329

Si(t) = Gi(xi(t)− xi(0) 330

−

∫ t

0
(Aixi(τ )+ BiuNi (τ )+ d̂i(τ ))dτ ) (13) 331

where Gi∈ Rm×n is to be selected to satisfy GiBi = In. 332

Since Bi is of full column rank, Gi can be chosen as Bi†, 333

and uNi (t) = −Kixi(t) − Gid̂i(t), in which Ki is designed 334

such that the slidingmode dynamicsmeet the required control 335

objectives defined later. 336

Remark 4: The advantage of the proposed sliding sur- 337

face (13) over traditional sliding surfaces is the use of 338

d̂i(t) to actively reduce the impacts of the unknown 339

disturbance di(t). 340

Let us assume that Ki is a known parameter. The next 341

theorem shows that the state trajectories of System (8) reach 342

the sliding surface Si(t) = 0 by applying the control law as 343

ui(t) = uNi (t)+ GiuMi (t) (14) 344

where uMi (t) = −(ρi + λi) sgn(Gi
T Si(t)), ρi > 0. 345

Theorem 1: The reachability of the sliding surface 346

Si(t) = 0 is guaranteed in finite time by employing the 347

controller (14) 348

Proof: With Vi(t) = 1
2Si

T (t)Si(t) as a Lyapunov func- 349

tion candidate, we obtain 350

V̇i(t) = SiT (t)Gi (Aixi(t)+ Biui(t)+ di(t) 351

−

(
Aixi(t)+ BiuNi (t)+ d̂i(t)

))
352

= SiT (t)Gi
(
Bi
(
ui(t)− uNi (t)

)
+

(
di(t)− d̂i(t)

))
353

= SiTGi
(
uMi (t)+

∼

d i(t)
)

(15) 354

Substituting ui(t) from (14) into (15), we obtain 355

V̇i(t) = SiT (t)Gi
(
−(ρi + λi) sgn(GiT Si(t))+ d̃i(t)

)
356

= −(ρi + λi)
∥∥∥SiT (t)Gi∥∥∥+ SiTGid̃i(t) 357

6 −ρi
∥∥∥SiT (t)Gi∥∥∥ 358

Therefore, V̇i (t) 6 0, and the reachability condition is 359

achieved in finite time. This completes the proof. 360

Implementing the function sgn(GiT Si(t)) may cause an 361

undesirable chattering phenomenon. A practical solution 362

is to replace this function with either a smooth func- 363

tion tanh(GiT Si(t)) or a high slope saturation function 364

sat(GiT Si(t)) [70]. 365

In the next step, an equivalent control law is utilized to 366

determine the unknown parameter Ki of the sliding sur- 367

face (13). By solving Ṡi (t) = 0, the equivalent control law is 368

obtained as uieq(t) = uNi (t)−Gid̃i(t). By substituting ui
eq(t) 369

in (8), it can be verified that 370

ẋi(t) = Aixi(t)+ Bi(uNi (t)− Gid̃i(t))+ di(t) 371

= (Ai − BiKi)xi(t)− BiGidi(t)+ di(t) (16) 372
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FIGURE 2. Structure of the proposed disturbance observer-based sliding mode load
frequency controller for the i th area of the power system.

FIGURE 3. Step load disturbance.

Considering that BiGi = In − Bi⊥Gi⊥T , the sliding mode373

dynamics are obtained as follows:374

ẋi(t) = (Ai − BiKi)xi(t)+ Bi⊥Gi⊥T di(t) (17)375

Defining G̃i = Bi⊥Gi⊥T , we have376

ẋi(t) = (Ai − BiKi)xi(t)+ G̃idi(t) (18)377

Furthermore, the control problem is to design the param-378

eter Ki in (18) such that the sliding mode dynamics meet379

the H∞ performance requirements given in Definition 1.380

To achieve this, an efficient LMI-based design approach will381

be proposed in the theorem below to determine the parameter382

appropriately. Before proceeding further, some useful lem-383

mas are introduced, which will be required in proving the384

subsequent theorem.385

Lemma 2 [65]: The system in (18) meets the H∞386

performance requirements if and only if there exists a387

positive-definite matrix Pi such that the following LMI holds:388

min
Ki

γi389

s.t

AcliTPi + PiAcli PiG̃i CiT

∗ −γiI2 0
∗ 0 −γiI2

 < 0 (19)390

where Acli = Ai−BiKi. Note that by changing the second and 391

third columns of (19) and in turn the corresponding second 392

and third rows, the following equivalent condition can be 393

obtained: 394

min
Ki

γi 395

s.t

AcliTP+ PAcli CiT PG̃i
∗ −γiI2 0
∗ 0 −γiI2

 < 0 (20) 396

Lemma 3 [66]: Consider matrices 5, 8 and 9, and sup- 397

pose 5 = 5T . The following two statements are equivalent: 398

I)8⊥5 8⊥T < 0, 9T⊥5 9T⊥T < 0, 399

II)5+8θ9 + (8θ9)T < 0, (21) 400

Theorem 2:

min
Ki

γi 401

s.t


−Qi − QTi ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

AiQi − BiYi + Xi −Xi ∗ ∗ ∗

CiQi 0 −γiI ∗ ∗

Qi 0 0 −Xi ∗

0 G̃Ti 0 0 −γiI

<0 402

(22) 403
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FIGURE 4. Comparative dynamic responses of the system frequency deviations 1fi in all three areas.

In addition, if the condition (22) is feasible, the parameter Ki404

can be obtained as Ki = YiQi−1405

Proof: Define Xi = Pi. Left- and right-multiplying the406

constraint of the LMI (20) by diag {Xi, I2, I2} and its trans-407

pose, respectively, and then applying the Schur complement408

results in409 XiAcliT + AcliXi + 1
γi
G̃iG̃Ti XiCiT

∗ −γiI2

 < 0 (23)410

The Schur complement verifies that the above inequality is411

equivalent to412 XiAcli
T
+ AcliXi − Xi +

1
γi
G̃iG̃Ti XiCiT Xi

∗ −γiI2 0
∗ ∗ −Xi

 < 0413

(24)414

If we choose the following matrix variables415

5 =


0 Xi 0 0 0
Xi −Xi 0 0 0
0 0 −γiI2 0 0
0 0 0 Xi 0
0 0 0 0 γiI2

416

8 =

[
−I9 Acli

T CiT I9 0
0 G̃Ti 0 0 γiI2

]
417

9 =

[
I9 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I2

]
418

8⊥ =


Acli CiT I9
I9 0 0
0 I2 0
0 0 I9

1
γi
G̃Ti 0 0

 419

9⊥ =


0 0 0
I9 0 0
0 I2 0
0 0 I9
0 0 0

 (25) 420

it can be readily obtained that 421

8⊥T58⊥ 422

=

XiAcli
T
+ AcliXi − Xi +

1
γi
G̃iG̃Ti XiCiT Xi

∗ −γiI 0
∗ ∗ −Xi

<0 423

9⊥T59⊥ 424
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FIGURE 5. Dynamic response of the proposed disturbance observer and disturbance estimation error.

FIGURE 6. Sliding surface Si (t).

FIGURE 7. Control effort ui (t).

=

−Xi 0 0
0 −γiI 0
0 0 −Xi

 < 0 (26)425

Therefore, according to Lemma 3, there exists a matrix such426

that 5 + 8Q9 + (8Q9)T < 0. Substituting the matrix427

variables (25) in the above inequality and defining Yi = KiQi,428

the condition (22) is obtained. Furthermore, the (1, 1) element429

of (22) shows that −Qi − QiT < 0; therefore, Qi is an430

invertible matrix. Hence, the parameter Ki is obtained as431

Ki = YiQi−1. This completes the proof.432

Remark 5: Note that condition (24) has the advantage of433

introducing the slack variables Xi and Qi; therefore, the con-434

servativeness of condition (22) is reduced compared to that435

of condition (20).436

TABLE 1. Nominal parameters of the three-area power system [50].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 437

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed con- 438

trol scheme, three simulation scenarios are studied for a 439

three-area interconnected thermal power system under dif- 440

ferent load perturbations, parameter uncertainties and renew- 441

able output power fluctuations. The nominal values for the 442

three-area power system are given in Table 1. The tun- 443

ing parameter of the disturbance observer for all areas is 444

chosen as 445

0i =

−20 0 0
0 −30 0
0 0 −15

 446

The tuning parameter ρ of the proposed controller (14) is 447

selected as 0.1 for all three areas. YALMIP [67] is used to 448

solve the LMI condition (22) to calculate the minimum value 449

of the H∞ performance γimin and to determine the tuning 450
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FIGURE 8. Time-varying step load disturbance profile in the i th area.

FIGURE 9. Dynamic response of the system frequency deviations 1fi in all three areas with
parameter uncertainties.

TABLE 2. H∞ Performance index γi
min and tuning parameter of sliding

surfaces for all three areas.

parameter of the sliding surface Ki in each area. A summary451

of the results is presented in Table 2.452

Scenario 1: In this subsection, the proposed LFC strat-453

egy is tested for nominal power system parameters under454

relatively large step load perturbations applied to all three455

areas, as depicted in Fig. 3. A sudden step load increase of456

0.3 p.u. occurs in Areas 1, 2 and 3 at t = 5 s, t = 10 s457

and t = 15 s, respectively. The system frequency deviation458

responses1fi, i = 1, 2, 3 of the proposed method in all three459

areas are compared with the conventional PI and SMLFC 460

methods in [53], as shown in Fig. 4. 461

From the simulation results, the proposed approach out- 462

performs the aforementioned approaches. Compared with 463

the other two strategies, the scheme exhibits a better tran- 464

sient response in relation to overshoot, settling time and 465

nominal performance recovery for all three controlled areas. 466

We highlight that compared to [53], the proposed algorithm 467

demonstrates better transient performance in accommodating 468

relatively large disturbances. This is an important practical 469

enhancement in ensuring that the stability of the power sys- 470

tem is maintained following the occurrence of large load 471

perturbations. It is also evident in this work that the proposed 472

LFC method demonstrates a better steady-state response 473

by minimizing the impact of the lumped disturbance on 474

the controlled output 1fi, as considered in the controller 475

design. Fig. 5 illustrates the response curve of the disturbance 476
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FIGURE 10. Thermal power plant with GRC and GBD nonlinearities [53].

FIGURE 11. Dynamic response of the system frequency 1fi in all three areas considering GRC and GBD.

FIGURE 12. Disturbance profile for all three areas including varying step
load and wind turbine output power.

estimations for all three areas; the curves show that the esti-477

mation errors asymptotically converge to zero.478

The sliding surface (13) and control effort (14) for all479

control areas are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, which show that480

the system trajectories are driven to the sliding surfaces in all 481

control areas. 482

Scenario 2: To examine the robustness of the proposed 483

method under real operating conditions, the system perfor- 484

mance is evaluated in each controlled area with a lumped 485

disturbance, consisting of varying step load disturbance and 486

system parameter uncertainties. Fig. 8 represents the varying 487

step load disturbance patterns in all three areas. The variations 488

of the system parameters aremodeled by the cosine functions, 489

varying ±50% around the nominal values of the system, 490

as listed in Table 1. Fig. 9 shows the dynamic response 491

of system frequency deviations for all control areas. The 492

parameter uncertainties have aminor impact on the frequency 493
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TABLE 3. Performance indices in all controlled areas.

FIGURE 13. Comparative simulation results 1fi between different control approaches in
the presence of random load and wind turbine output power.

performance of the system, thus verifying the robustness of494

the proposed controller against system parameter uncertain-495

ties and load disturbances. Although the effects of nonlinear496

dynamics are not considered in the design process, nonlinear-497

ities such as the GRC and GBD, have been investigated in this498

simulation; this investigation is important from a practical499

perspective. The structure of a nonlinear turbine model with a500

GRC limiter and GBD is depicted in Fig. 10. The GRC value501

is specified as±0.0017p.u.MW/sec for all three areas, where502

a typical GBD of 0.06% is set for all thermal plants [68].503

The simulation results of frequency deviations for different504

control areas are represented in Fig. 11. The system response505

exhibits a larger overshoot and longer settling time, but still506

settles within a permissible range, thereby proving the robust507

performance of the designed controller.508

Scenario 3: This subsection illustrates the effectiveness509

of the proposed control strategy in handling random distur-510

bances. For the purpose of this simulation, the disturbance511

1PDi (t) is constructed by random perturbations as depicted512

in Fig. 12; the disturbance includes random load variations 513

and wind turbine output power modeled in [69]. The dynamic 514

response1fi of the proposed controller is compared with that 515

of the SMLFC in [53] and the conventional PI and LMI-based 516

synthesis method in Lemma 2, as shown in Fig. 13. 517

The simulation results from Fig. 13 indicate that compared 518

to other control approaches, the proposed method represents 519

superior control performance to remarkably reduce the over- 520

shoots of frequency fluctuations in all three controlled areas. 521

A detailed comparison of performance indices is represented 522

in Table 3. Additionally, the proposed method surpasses the 523

method introduced in [53], whereby the frequency deviations 524

in all areas are significantly reduced. Note also that the 525

proposed strategy demonstrates strong robustness to random 526

disturbances, and outperforms other approaches in alleviating 527

the impact of random exogenous disturbances on controlled 528

output 1fi. This is because the proposed SMC algorithm 529

has been constructed based on the assumption of minimizing 530

the impact of external disturbances on the controlled output. 531
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TABLE 4. Comparative H∞ performance index γi
min.

Furthermore, a summary of the H∞ performance indices of532

the proposed framework and the LMI-based synthesismethod533

in Lemma 2 is listed in Table 4. It is evident from Table 4534

that compared with the synthesis method in Lemma 2, the535

proposed scheme obtains a higher H∞ performance index536

γi
min by employing the slack variable in the constructing the537

LMI in the proposed controller, thereby resulting in better538

dynamic performance in system frequency deviations.539

Thus, the promising results from this simulation high-540

light the applicability of this approach in overcoming LFC541

challenges in existing conventional power plants because of542

random uncertainties caused by renewable energy resources543

and changes in power consumption patterns.544

VI. CONCLUSION545

This paper has proposed a decentralized disturbance546

observer-based slidingmode controller for LFC in amultiarea547

interconnected power system in the presence of external548

disturbances, including load variations, output power fluctu-549

ations from renewable energy resources and tie-line power550

deviations. All the external disturbances and uncertainties551

in the system parameters have been considered to be a552

lumped disturbance so that the proposed control law is con-553

structed free of tie-line interaction signals, where following554

this, a reduced order of the system dynamics was derived.555

A disturbance observer was designed to estimate the lumped556

disturbance, which was further contained in the design of557

the integral sliding surface to attenuate the impact of the558

lumped disturbance on the frequency deviations. The tuning559

parameters of the sliding surface were obtained based on560

the H∞ state feedback control formulated in terms of LMIs.561

A sliding mode controller was then synthesized to drive the562

system trajectories onto a region close to the sliding surface563

in finite time in the presence of lumped disturbance, thus564

ensuring that the impact of the lumped disturbance on the565

system frequency is minimized. A three-area power system566

was used to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed567

approach. The results have shown that the proposed method-568

ology outperforms other methods in the literature in terms569

of ease of implementation, dynamic performance, minimiz-570

ing the effect of the lumped disturbance on power system571

frequency deviations and increasing the overall lifespan of572

turbine-generator units in multiarea interconnected power573

systems.574

The penetration of renewable energy sources and the575

accompanying changes in the electricity market structure and576

network communication delays in smart grids have increased577

the challenges of LFC problems in multiarea power systems;578

consequently, further improvements in the power system fre- 579

quency performance are required. Motivated by the impor- 580

tance of recent challenges, our future works will be devoted 581

to considering memory-based and higher-order sliding mode 582

controllers in interconnected power systems with communi- 583

cation delays to address the LFC problem. 584
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